I. Introduction
Classifying non parametric data in high dimension with limited number of training samples of imbalanced data set is a challenging task. Artificial Neural Networks are natural classifiers having ability to recognize classes with highly nonlinear boundaries. They are efficient in solving complex problems due to characteristics such as robustness, fault tolerances, adaptive learning and massively parallel analysis capabilities, and for a biological system it may be employed as tool for data driven discovery. The gene classification problem is still active area of research because of the attributes of the genome data, high dimensionality and small sample size. Furthermore, the underlying data distribution is also unknown, so nonparametric methods must be used to solve such problems. Leukemia is a genetic disorder and chromosomal translocation is considered as primary cause for it. It is commonly accepted belief that cancer cells modify their transcriptional state during the prognosis phase of the diseases. [4] If we can find the mechanism to determine the high probability of fragility of chromosome, it becomes more helpful to prevent the diseases at prognosis phase.
In this study, we have built a classifier by content based analysis of genome sequence by applying Back propagation algorithm to multilayer perceptron. Network architecture is pruned and cross validation technique is also employed for regularization/ generalization. We have achieved 93.6% accuracy for over all data and 80% accuracy for test data. F score and correlation coefficient is also 0.9345 and 0.8740.
The overall conclusion is we can successfully employ ANN techniques to genome sequence for classifying and determining probability of diseases to occur in priory and also can find useful pattern from data for further research.
II. Background

Artificial Neural Network
ANN is an information processing system that has been developed as a generalization of the mathematical model of human cognition (ability to know). It consists of simple computational units called neurons that are highly interconnected and each connection has a strength that is expressed by a positive or negative number called weight. The connection of neurons is normally arranged in layers and executed in parallel. The connections are categorized as network topology. The size of the weight controls the influence that one neuron has on other, with a positive weight excite an element and negative weight inhibit. Over all the activation of an element is determined by a combination (summation) of excitatory and inhibitory influence it receives from its neighbors. The weights of the net are adaptable which store the experimental knowledge from task example through a process of learning. The information is stored in the connections and distributed throughout, so the network can function as a memory of brain. The memory is content addressable, in the sense that the information may be recalled by providing partial or even erroneous input pattern. The information is stored in association of other stored data; hence it is adaptable.
Learning Process
When desired results are known for the sample training data, the training is done by supervised learning. In supervised learning initial weights are selected randomly for a sample input values, actual outputs are compared with target outputs, calculate the error and adjust the weights according to algorithm considered so that the actual output is closer to the target output in next run with smaller error; i.e. net converges. The modification of weight depends on learning rate. The larger the learning rate faster the training proceed, but may result in oscillation or non-convergence. Once trained, it can be applied to classify new input patterns and to establish relationship between inputs output pairs by function approximation/regression. For biological data we can classify the input genes of same expression levels, genes with tumor and healthy tissue etc. The perceptron, Feed Forward Neural Network with back propagation and Support Vector Machine are some examples of supervised learning algorithm applications. Learning of ANNs is accomplished by adjusting the weights of interconnection, according to the learning algorithm developed. The algorithms are developed according to well defined learning rules which simulate the learning methodology of brain's mathematical models.
Back propagation is similar to LMS algorithm and is based on gradient descent: weights are modified in the direction that corresponds to the negative gradient of error measure. For successful application of this method differentiable node activation function is required. The major advantage of back propagation over LMS and perceptron learning is in expressing how an error at a higher (outer) layer of a multilayer network can be propagated backwards to node at lower (inner) layers of the network. The architecture for back propagation learning is usually multi layer, feed forward (full connection between nodes in adjacent layers, no intra layer connection) with one or more hidden layer with nonlinear activation function. (Most commonly used functions are sigmoid function).
III. Related Work
Application of ANN in genomic and proteomic data set especially in cancer study [14] gives detailed analysis of benefits and shortcomings of using ANN. The paper describes the regularization techniques like weight decay, re sampling and early stopping, cross validation and k-fold cross validation with reference of practically used in certain papers. Recent applications in genomics and proteomics with comparison of ANN with other machine learning methods are also narrated. Paper shows some references of superiority of ANN based methods. In [22] the importance of cancer diagnosis and classification is emphasized with examples of class comparison, class prediction and class discovery. In [4] Shannon mathematical theory of communication i.e. Shannon entropy is used for cancer biomarker discovery. The same method is explained in [6] and we have also described in brief in future scope for vertical analysis of genome sequence near break point.
The flood of genome data can be analyzed effectively only if appropriate feature selection technique is known. In [31] feature selection techniques is discussed with its pros and cons. Unlike in dimensionality reduction the feature selection technique does not alter the original representations of the attributes and so preserve the original semantics and hence offering the advantage of interpretability by domain expert. We also have selected the features on the basis of this so as to analyze the effects of dinucleotide sequence by subject experts. The paper also gives important information about existing software available for feature selection methods. In paper [13] important conclusions related to my research is discussed. micro RNAs are small noncoding sequence responsible for chromosomal fragile sites. there is positive correlation between fragility and repeats. Density of non-coding miRNAs is significant for fragility. This helped me in analyzing noncoding regions near break points, content based. In [2] classification is achieved with significant lower prediction error by multiple classifier system. The feature selection was by wrapper approach and 10-fold cross validation technique is used. [37] is very good survey paper describe the comparison of conventional statistical based classification techniques with neural network techniques. It also provides the exhaustive survey of feed forward neural network based classification superiority over other machine learning methods too. This supports our decision of using ANN in our research.
In [5] three benchmark dataset for leukemia, colon and lymphoma cancer are used for systematic evaluating the performance of seven different feature selection methods and four different classifiers and developed an ensemble classifier. In paper [26] FF network is enhanced by evolutionary programming, which optimize the dimension of the network. Here they have used 4 neurons in single hidden layer for around 30-dimension input vector. In paper [21] also 2308 x 150 x 4 network is used.
The paper [33] is completely biology based with engineering flavor of mechanics. From this paper I have taken following conclusion on the basis of which my research is established. The local stiffness of DNA is strongly depending on the sequence content. In [8] frequency profiles (includes the number of times each possible combination of A T C G of the given N length word) of genome sequence is used as feature. In our research we have the argument that break in chromosome occur between two nucleotides, taken N=2 and frequency profile is used.
In [29] properties of DNA like bend ability, stiffness, stacking energy, duplex stability are dependent on composition/content of sequence. In this paper SVM is used, and length of string is taken of 1000 base pairs. The number of positive and negative sample data is taken equal to avoid imbalanced datasets.
In [16] the importance of non-coding DNA, particularly intronic DNA is established and concluded that studies of genetic variation can successfully discriminate and identify functional elements in noncoding regions. in [23] network architecture was 64 x 26 x 2 which determine approximately 40% of input neurons as hidden neurons. We have also tried this heuristically. [17] . In [3] the results obtained are in favor of multi-layer perceptron with back propagation algorithm over SVM based approach for imbalance data. They have implemented random sub-sampling validation, to estimate unbiased error rate instead of k-fold cross validation. Content based analysis of sequence is done here in [30] where frequencies of codon are computed. Network architecture is with one hidden layer and 30% of input node in hidden layer. The performance measure used is correlation coefficient. Paper [34] survey ANN and related pattern recognition techniques like GenCANS, GeneParser, GeneFinder, GENECLUSTER, SOTA etc. in [36] DNA sequence of several bacteria are classified by ANN and dinucleotide composition. Paper [27] describes the machine learning techniques used in bioinformatics.
IV. materials and methods
Data Acquisition
An extensive amount of information about all type of chromosome rearrangement in cancer is stored in Mitelmann data base of chromosome aberration in cancer, a public database available at the cancer genome anatomy project [19] . Mitellman contains in total 60907 cases of 803 different fusions and gives information related to the chromosome aberration and characteristics of tumor. Most frequently occurring recurrent chromosomal translocation allied with all subtype of leukemia were retrieved from it.
(http://egap.nci.nih.gov/chromosome/mitelman) These fusion sequence of all translocation were collected and identified from TICdb data base, with breakpoint. TICdb (Translocation breakpoint in Cancer Database) is comprehensive collection of finely mapped translocation break point which describes the genomic location of 1225 breakpoints in human tumors.
(www.unav.es/genetica/TICdb) Now one part of the sequence is undertaken for BLAT study. 100% similarity score is matched in UCSC browser and found the original non-coding sequence before the break. Now this genome sequence is considered as an example of a sequence with highest probability of breaking which is most important cause considered for leukemia.
An unknown sequence can be annotated by two approaches. One by aligning the sequence with already known sequence from database that is homology search, but here we have tried to annotate un coded region of sequence also and so we go for another approach.
The second is composition based approach. This method uses N length word or N-mer as featured. This N-mers are taken by sliding window and frequency profiles (i.e. how often each word occurs in a given sequence is used as an input feature. There are sixteen such pairs of dinucleotide exists due to four single nucleotide A, C, G and T. We have taken the frequency density of occurrence of dinucleotides as the feature extracted from the genome sequence for analysis purpose. The 500 base pairs up string and 500 pairs down string from breakpoint is considered. This 16-dimension input vector is prepared for each sample data. We have taken sliding window of size 2 and occurrence of each dinucleotide in calculated and divided by total number of such pairs. As the features are between 0 and 1 there is no need to normalize the data base. The sample data and feature is shown in following figure. The desired output is taken as 0.95 instead of 1 for positive example and 0.05 for negative example because we have taken sigmoid activation function for all neurons. For sigmoid function we get output as 0 only for net input to the neuron as -∞ and 1 only for +∞ input which is not possible. Since input to the neuron is ∑x i w ij and x i is finite, the weights required are infinitely high magnitude for training to converge. The magnitude of the first derivative of the sigmoid function is very small for large arguments, so weight updates are very small. Now this data is classified by using back propagation algorithm.
Applying Back Propagation
First and foremost, work is to check whether the decided features can actually discriminate the positive and negative examples or not. For that we have carried out a simple but statistically important method. We calculated the mean of positive and negative examples separately and plotted graphs for visual analysis. Once the validity of feature selected is checked, we concentrated on designing the network architecture and training strategy which is described in succeeding paragraphs. After validation of feature extracted, our next job was to design the network architecture. Here we deed the experiments with different hyper parameters like number of hidden nodes and input nodes. And for each such model the training parameter like learning rate and momentum are determined and network is trained accordingly.
Designing network architecture
Both the generalization and approximation ability of a feed forward neural network are closely related to the architecture of the network i.e. number of weights or free parameters in the network and the size of the training set.
[3] The network we have designed is with through analysis and to some extent trial and error method so as to coop with the scarcity of labeled examples. First we have considered 4 single nucleotides and 16 di nucleotide as our input vector. Only one hidden layer is taken as the problem is of dichotomy and as per universal approximation theorem, this may suffice the requirement. In the hidden layer how many numbers of neuron should be taken, that is determined by exhaustive literature survey, heuristic, and trial and error method. The number of nodes must be large enough to form a decision region as complex as required by problem domain and at the same time not be excessively large so that the weights cannot be reliably estimated by available training set. [3] for 20-dimension input vector we have selected 8 neurons in hidden layers so free parameters became 20 x 8 + 8 x 1 + 9(bias) = 173 and available training size is 110. This may lead to over fitting and same is reflected in results. There after considering that break point is between two nucleotides we have reduced the input feature dimension and another 16 x 6 x 1 network is proposed. The free parameters are reduced and result to 16 x 6 + 6 x 1 + 7 = 108 and experiment is carried out with random presentation of inputs. At last after applying pruning techniques we have designed a 16 x 4 x 1 architecture. 
Applying Back Propagation Algorithm for classification of fragile genome sequence
SETTING THE PARAMETER VALUES AND TRAINING STRATEGY
Once an appropriate network is chosen one has to determine reasonable training strategy for specific problem domain. Here our input is frequency density of dinucleotide composition in sequence, there is no question to be some inputs to be very larger than others. So normalization is not required and at the same time initialization of weights for all connection are between -1 to +1 randomly. This is supported by sigmoid function.
The activation function selected is sigmoid as it is continuous monotonically increasing and its derivative is easy to compute.
Though per pattern weight update is more expensive than per epoch, we have selected per pattern weight updating. In fact, the two are more or less equivalent provided we maintain learning rate small. [3] There may be problem in learning the entire training set globally in per pattern presentation but it can be eliminated by random presentation of pattern i.e. the sequence of presentation of pattern should be shuffled from one epoch to the next. [3] .
Weight vector changes in back propagation are proportional to negative gradient of error, but does not fix exact magnitude of the weight change. The change in weight space depends on the choice of learning rate eta ῃ. All neurons in multi-layer perceptron should learn ideally at the same rate. [ 2 ] for a given neuron the learning rate should be inversely proportional to the square root of the connections made to that neuron. We took after exhaustive literature survey and trial and error method eta as 0.05 and momentum 0.1.
The learning rate eta in the BP algorithm with pattern update has to be kept small in order to maintain smooth trajectory of weight space. Large learning rate can lead to oscillation during learning. If the error surface (plotting MSE against network weight) is highly uneven and jagged with large number of local minima, there are much chances for a network to stuck in local minimum. This can be prevented by introducing a momentum alpha α in training. Momentum can accelerate the learning if weight update is in the same direction for two consecutive update and can prevent oscillations if weight update is in opposite direction for two consecutive update. It also helps in preventing network to stuck to some local minimum. A well-chosen alpha can significantly reduce the number of iteration for convergence. If the value of alpha is near to zero implies that past history has not much effect on weight update and for value near to one suggest that the current error has little effect in weight change. We selected value of alpha by study of literature and trial and error.
It is expected that the error i.e. the difference between desired and so we have decided the stopping criteria as either the sum error less than some specific value or number of iteration exceeds certain limits.
V. Result And discussion
The experimental results are presented along with its discussion here. First the graph of 4-nucleotide and 16-dinucleotide frequency density and its mean clearly show the difference in the mean for positive and negative samples for C, G and AA, AC, AT, GC, GG, TA and TT indicate that feature selected can be used for discrimination/classification.
Result and Error Graph 20 x 8 x 1 network
The classification is carried out with 20 x 8 x 1 network and after 100000 input presentations the sum error is 2.6198. Graph shows very less learning after 40000 iterations, which shows overfitting of data. The same thing is reflected in performance matrix also. The accuracy of data already seen in training is 95% and of test data it is 70%, which indicate poor generalization. This may be due to number of free parameters to adjust exceeds the sample data available. Here we have only 55 positive data and to avoid imbalance we have taken 55 negative data so, number of samples are fixed. So either we can reduce the input features or we can prune the network. We have applied both in next experiments Now in another experiment with 16x6x1 network model is carried out. Here we have selected three combination of learning rate and momentum. 16 x 6 x 1 (A)
In first model of 16 x 6 x 1 the learning rate taken was 0.1 and momentum 0.5 and number ofiterations was 500000. The accuracy of seen data is 0.78 and of test data is 0.6. the graph of epoch error to epoch is shown below which is very oscillating so we have reduced learning rate and momentum in our next experiment and further 800000 iterations is carried out.
As the value of learning rate and momentum is high the graph shows oscillations, but still converging. The graph shows convergence and smoothness too for lower values of learning rate and momentum. The inclination of graph at end determines that network is still able to learn from sample data and the same is reflected in performance matrix. As test data is selected at random there may be a chance to achieve 100% accuracy for it. Epoch error is reduced to 0.136. 16 x 6 x 1 (C)
Here we have taken learning rate 0.05 and momentum as 0.1 with 500000 iterations. Epoch error is reduced below 0.15 and convergence indicates that network has still potential to learn. Performance measure shows that network is trained very slowly but slope at last shows that it is very convergent too. The result shows that the model is more generalized for unseen data. The experimental design is based on randomization and replication principles. We have fully explored replication and achieved reasonably good accuracy for seen and test data. Now as number of samples and input features are fixed we have employed 10 fold cross validation techniques. The graph of sum error at each round is shown. Here in The F-score after round 8 is Over all the accuracy of classifier is 0.92 after round 8. The overall result of all experiment is as under. 
VI. Conclusion
However, by interdisciplinary research we may be able to find features from data which are meaningful biologically by analyzing weight space. In addition to that in future we may analyze the genome sequence vertically by Shannon entropy calculation. Further classifying with biological features like staking energy or melting temperature of genome sequence is also possible. Thus we can see that the network can be trained to classify the higher probability of fragility in original genome sequence with reasonable accuracy level. F-score also indicate balance between precision and recall. The classifier can be deployed for test purpose of detecting leukemia at prognosis phase for preventive therapy. The weight space obtained can be studied for biological significance of dinucleotides for data driven discovery.
